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introduction
Like many business owners, you may be doing 
the daily balancing act of reviewing the big 
picture while also handling those crucial details 
such as effectively describing what your firm 
does. It can be easy to lose track of maintaining 
your presence out in the world. 

This booklet gives you bite-sized suggestions 
for planning and implementing your marketing 
strategy.

Doubet Consulting has worked with many 
companies just like yours. The contents of this 
booklet are a direct result of those hands-on 
experiences. Doubet specializes in crafting 
effective marketing and public relations 
strategies for entrepreneurs and small to mid-
sized companies, taking them to the next level 
while serving as their marketing and PR partner. 

Contact Doubet today to discuss working on 
a project, retainer, or per-diem basis and for 
information about quantity and customized 
versions of this booklet and our other 
publications.

Beth Silver, Managing Director
Doubet Consulting

310 East 75th Street, Suite 3H
New York, NY 10021 

212.472.4340 

bsilver@doubetllc.com 
www.doubetllc.com 

© 2008, Beth Silver

marketing

1 Be proud of being a small business. Over 
97% of all businesses in the USA are small 

businesses. Even GE and Microsoft were once 
small businesses.

2 Look at the big picture. Most business 
owners want customers so they can sell 

their product or service. Be sure to know what 
business you are going into before you have your 
first company. Having an operating plan (from 
pre-sale to post implementation) is the most 
important component to marketing.

3 Include an offer. Large and established 
businesses advertise for better brand 

recognition and future sales. Small businesses 
focus on today’s sale, not tomorrow. Speak in 
the language of your customers with an offer 
they will use, so they can respond today and not 
tomorrow.

4 Create different levels of service. Some 
people only buy the most expensive item. 

Avoid losing sales: offer a stripped down version 
of your product and service. 

5 Be your own Global Positioning System 
(GPS).  Most small businesses can’t afford 

a 10 second spot on a national show. Look at 
where your customers are and how they can 
best be reached. If targeting parents of young 
children, see if the local school district may be 
interested in running an ad or event with your 
business. It may be cheaper and can garner both 
good will and sales.

6 Work together. Speak with some noncom-
peting small businesses who serve the same 

market or industry as you. Offer to publicize their 
products and services or join forces and offer 

section
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marketing through 
your website 

9 Conduct a SWOT analysis. Analyze the 
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, 

and Threats for your website. Does your website 
effectively communicate the key features of your 
business? 

10 Review your site as if you were a first-
time visitor looking for information. 

Evaluate your tone, grammar, writing style, and 
and effectiveness at conveying your message. 
Your website may be a person’s first impression 
of your business. 

11 Realize that design and overall appearance 
matter. Watching a first-time user meander 

through your site can be helpful in seeing 
what he or she encounters. Your site needs 
to showcase your brand image to attract your 
target client. 

12 Consider interactivity for your site’s 
visitors. The complexity of your site will 

determine how interactive the user’s experience 
can be. Make your site’s discussion boards easy 
to access and the process an easy and interactive 
one. 

13 Know what key words visitors use to 
find your business. This will help you 

distinguish your market. Statistics and numbers 
may not be the first thing you are concerned 
about when looking at your website. The 
information they provide is invaluable in your 
marketing.

14 Decide if an email newsletter is right 
for you. Like all marketing efforts, every 

initiative needs a solid strategy. Determine the 
reasons to send out a newsletter, who your 
target audience is, and what you want them to 
learn from your newsletter. 

combined service offerings. Let customers see 
the value of two firms working together. 

7 Love your customers.  Your best 
advertisement is a happy customer. Be 

sure to thank your customers, check in, and talk 
to them. It’s far easier working with a happy 
customer and continuing that relationship than 
starting fresh with a new one. 

8 Realize you are either in or out of the 
water. A business of any size needs a few 

things to be considered legitimate. Business 
cards, a real email address, and a website are 
musts. Think about it—would you hire someone 
with the email address “spankyhank@XXX.
com”? Marketing starts the minute you begin to 
have a conversation about a business.

section
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15 Know the distribution methods. 
There are many different distribution 

companies such as Constant Contact, Consult 
Logic, CampaignMonitor, Cooler Email, and 
Mailoverboard. Each has advantages and merits.

16 Think about your newsletter’s 
appearance. All email-publishing providers 

have templates. You can use one of their 
templates or use one that mimics your branding. 
Templates allow you to write, format, and send 
the newsletter out yourself. 

17 Write clear and warm Welcome, Goodbye, 
Confirmation, and Unsubscribe Emails. 

These are important elements of communicating 
with people who have interacted with  your 
business, even if they unsubscribe from your 
newsletter. 

18 Be respectful of your list. There are many 
thoughts on who should receive your 

newsletter. Be cautious and respectful. Opt-in 
and double opt-in sign-up options seem to be 
where the trend is going. Determine which is 
best for you. 

19 Realize that posting your list on mass 
email lists is unacceptable. It will be 

viewed as spam and blocked, causing you 
unnecessary marketing difficulties in the future.

20 Write two newsletter issues before your 
start date. It’s an easy way to be prepared 

for any unexpected schedule interruptions that 
could delay a timely delivery of the second issue.  

21 Be aware of your readers’ reactions. It’s 
important to know what they like and 

don’t like. 

22 Be yourself. Your newsletter is best as an 
extension of you and your company. Enjoy 

sharing that with your subscribers. 

section
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sales secrets

23 Do your homework before writing a sales 
letter. Think about your message and 

what you’re trying to achieve. You are jumping 
too far if your goal is to immediately make a sale. 
Asking for a telephone call or in-person meeting 
as step one will bring you greater success.

24 Recognize the potential wants and needs 
of your customers. They are only going 

to be interested in what you have to offer when 
they are looking for a solution to their “pain.” 

25 Focus on the customer benefits of using 
your products or services. One way to 

do this is by completing the sentence:  “Use 
these products/services so you can . . . (fill in the 
blank).” Your products/services are the features. 
The results of using your products/services are 
the customer benefits. Your sales letter and sales 
strategy are effective when pointing to your 
product/service benefits.

26 Identify objections. No one likes to hear 
the words “no” or “not interested.” You 

will be able to counter reservations in a frank 
and non-confrontational manner by thinking of 
potential objections about your product that 
a prospective customer may raise. If someone 
does say “no,” remember: that means “not at 
this time.” 

27 Consider what you want people to do 
after reading your letter. It’s always 

better to explain what you are looking for from 
the start, leaving no one guessing. You may want 
them to call you for a brochure, take your call, or 
meet with you. Include in your letter the manner 
in which you will follow up. 
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28 See which sales letters have caused 
you to act, and study them. It’s good to 

know what you, personally, find effective and 
ineffective. 

29 Organize and outline your sales letter 
first. An outline helps you better organize 

your thoughts.

30 Write first and edit later. Brainstorming 
all ideas lets you see where you are going. 

Writers never send out their first draft. 

31 Consider using a key benefit as your 
headline if you are writing a letter that 

is not geared toward a specific person. Sales 
letters used for direct mail often use headlines to 
grab a reader’s attention and keep them reading.

32 Use the hook. The lead or first paragraph 
is the most important.  It helps grab or 

“hook” your readers to want to know more. 
Have this flow from the idea/hook you created in 
your headline if you used one, enticing readers  
to learn more about how your product or service 
will help them. 

33 Support your product claims with 
testimonials, examples, and statistics. 

Spell out any special details or discounts you are 
offering. 

34 Begin writing your first draft. You will 
be surprised how much information you 

find out about yourself, your business, and your 
potential customer. 

35 Evaluate each version of your sales 
letter—whether it’s your first, second, 

third, or even tenth draft—using the following 
criteria: 

• Does the first paragraph grab your 
attention? 

• Does it relate to product/service features 
and company benefits? 

• Is it an easy letter to put down and ignore? 

• What do you like best about the letter? 

• How could you improve upon it? 

• Do you want to buy the product or service 
from reading the letter? Why or why not? 

36 Read the letter aloud after you have 
silently read the version to yourself. This 

allows you to see which sentences are fluid and 
melodic and which feel abrupt and uncertain. 

37 Listen to reader feedback after writing a 
letter you like. You’ll quickly notice where 

you’re on target and where you’re slightly off 
the mark. Any instance where you were slightly 
off the mark is information to help you make the 
next letter stronger and more effective.
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section

4

strategies for strategizing

38 Set goals for the New Year that last 
beyond January 31st. New Year’s goals 

are easily set and more easily sacrificed for those 
matters deemed more pressing. Whether it’s 
reconnecting with old contacts, improving your 
financial situation, or improving sales in your 
firm, New Year’s goals can be challenging to 
keep without a plan to do so. 

39 Believe in yourself. The New Year is a 
great excuse for a fresh start and to 

review the past year a bit more objectively. Many 
new opportunities will come your way. See how 
you can become a catalyst to get things moving. 

40 Put your goals in writing. This action 
allows you to be accountable to yourself 

and lets you see what you need to do when 
things look harder than they seem. Writing 
things down makes goals more achievable than 
when there is just a jumble of thoughts bouncing 
around in your head. 

41 Review last year’s goals. Take an objective 
look at the business and personal goals 

you set last year. Evaluate what you were able to 
achieve and move forward. Let go of lower level 
priorities that may be holding you back. 

42 Set realistic goals and objectives. 
Make sure your new goals are within 

your reach. Be mindful of your time, energy, 
commitments, and resources. Life continues, 
even when you set new goals. Keeping this in 
mind enhances your ability to set realistic goals. 

43 Create a plan for reaching your goals, 
including a timeline with steps. You 

are more likely to reach your goals by setting 

deadlines for each step and crossing them off 
as you go. Schedule update meetings with 
yourself in a monthly calendar to ensure you 
are reviewing and adjusting these steps as they 
relate to your life. 

44 Be flexible. Life is full of change, and 
changes need to be made. Things move 

in the right direction as long as you stay focused 
toward your goals. 

45 Reward yourself when you reach a goal. 
It can be a small reward or a large one, 

from getting a designer coffee to spending time 
with friends. 

46 Set goals any time of year. The start of 
the New Year is only one possibility. 

47 Leverage your internal assets by 
discovering your strengths. It can be easy 

to focus on the work you do and miss noticing 
how your experiences could assist you in the 
future. Describe those tasks and projects you can 
handle effortlessly and enjoy most. 

48 Write down what’s easy and what’s not. 
Understanding what you are good at and 

enjoy and knowing what is not your strength 
helps you focus. By knowing what you do best 
and doing it, you can deliver better service to 
your clients. 

49 Create a list of at least ten 
accomplishments you have enjoyed 

most in your life. They can be in your personal 
life or your career, as an adult or child, with other 
people or on your own.  

50 Think carefully about your 
accomplishments list. The process may 

take more than one sitting.

51 Look for tools to make strength-finding 
easier. You may find Now, Discover Your 

Strengths by Marcus Buckingham and Donald 
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Clifton, useful as a way to re-evaluate your 
strengths. The D.I.S.C. and M.B.T.I. assessments 
are also useful tools to understand your working 
style and how to interpret others so you can also 
assist them in maximizing their strengths.

52 Describe what strengths you can offer 
your clients to solve their problems. You 

may be surprised how much more productive 
you are when working with your clients once you 
discover all of your strengths.

section
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vacations are a necessity

53 Stop and smell the roses, especially if you 
are a sole practitioner. You will sabotage 

your career and also your life unless you do 
this. Vacations and days off are an important 
part of any career plan, allowing you to think 
a bit differently and find balance. Colleagues 
and clients also perceive you as a person who 
recognizes a need for balance and is not a 
control freak.

54 Look at your schedule for upcoming 
projects and deadlines. This lets you 

take care of what you can before your trip 
and allows for emergencies when you return. 
Schedule upcoming meetings and projects on 
your calendar early, so you are relaxed when you 
return. 

55 Create a to-do list using different folders 
so things are as organized as possible 

when returning from a trip. You can put your 
projects aside and enjoy your trip by being 
prepared.

56 Determine well in advance who will 
take care of your responsibilities in your 

absence. Provide all the necessary information 
for answering questions. Determine the 
appropriate comfort level for any decisions that 
must be made while you’re away. 

57 Consider having an administrative office 
handle any emergencies for you. It can 

be a lifesaver. Your clients are speaking to real 
people who can help move the issue toward a 
successful resolution. 

58 Speak to a few call centers in your area if 
you don’t have an administrative office. 

Your clients will at least hear a real voice and 
know that the message will be taken.
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59 Tell your clients in advance that you will 
be traveling. They need to know you will 

not be readily available, especially if you normally 
respond to email and phone messages within 
an hour. Emergencies are usually not as drastic 
when your clients know the date you will return 
and who to contact. 

60 Give the same information about your 
return date on vacation emails and 

voicemails on your office and cell phones. This is 
a thorough way to cover all the bases for all your 
methods of communication.

61 Schedule a quiet day in the office for 
yourself before your official return date if 

you possibly can.  Telling clients you will be back 
on Tuesday when you will really be in the office 
Monday allows you to answer emails and return 
some phone calls without the stress of being 
rushed.

62 Check with your office either by phone or 
email every few days in the morning or 

very late afternoon if you must be connected at 
all. Remember you are on vacation and balance 
is important. Relax and daydream.

63 Bring along books and magazines 
unrelated to your business. Vacations 

allow thinking about things you never would 
otherwise. It’s not uncommon to be sitting on 
a beach during a vacation (if you’re a beach 
person) and coming up with a fabulous idea for 
your business. Those vacation ideas can be some 
of the best and most successful ones you ever 
have.

section
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hiring the right consultant

64 Consider the following criteria when 
hiring a consultant or contractor:  

• A person who is the right fit for your 
organization 

• A relationship set up for success at the 
beginning 

• A deal that is fair for both parties 

• A project that is clearly defined 

65 Realize that an outside consultant offers 
many advantages to entrepreneurs 

and smaller businesses. These include the 
ability to provide objective advice, a frame of 
reference and best practices from other clients, 
methodologies and models to gain results more 
quickly, and permanent transfer of skills to 
internal resources. 

66 Choose external consultants wisely. The 
wrong one can create as many problems 

as he was hired to solve. Lack of sensitivity to 
the client’s business and culture, threatening 
employees by being an “outsider” and providing 
“perfect” solutions that are not practical for 
the client’s business are just a few potential 
problems.

67 Ask trusted business colleagues for 
referrals to people they have utilized for 

needs similar to yours. They will be more than 
happy to give you contact information if they 
have someone who moved their business in the 
right direction. Results matter. 

68 Speak with and meet the prospective 
consultant several times before hiring 

to be sure there is a match in chemistry and 
rapport. You are working in the right direction 
when you see the other person as a peer and 
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potential business partner for a particular issue. 
You need to respect him or her as more than 
merely a vendor or subordinate. 

69 Evaluate the relationship as a peer 
or potential partner if this person is 

a friend of yours. Many “friendships” have 
been strained due to undelivered expectations. 
Things will run smoothly when you evaluate the 
relationship as a peer or potential partner for 
assisting with a particular issue.

70 Perform due diligence. This means the 
consultant has a valid business, with 

business cards, website, marketing materials, 
letters of reference from prior clients, samples 
of work, and a proven record of delivering 
what you need. All consultants have different 
experiences. Real world experience is a key 
differentiator.

71 Be sure the consultant’s demeanor and 
tone are professional. That includes clear 

and articulate language, speaking with you as a 
partner rather than as your superior, and prompt 
replies to your voice and emails.

72 Notice how fees and deals are structured. 
A good consultant is willing to structure 

the agreement in a way that works best for both 
of you. Consulting fees vary dramatically and 
work is generally done either on a project basis 
or an hourly basis. 

73 Expect a proposal from the consultant 
based on achieving clear business 

outcomes, rather than a description of 
methodology. You need solutions and you 
need them the first time. A good proposal has 
an outline of work to be performed, milestone 
dates, how often you will be billed and whether 
payment is due immediately, Net 15, or Net 30.

74 Be willing to search for the best fit for 
you and your needs. That may be the 

person you are considering or it may be a referral 
from that person or someone else. 

section
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networking

75 Lead with the “Silver Rule” when 
introducing yourself in a networking 

situation: Who you are + what your firm does + 
what your firm’s strengths are + how you solve 
your client’s problems + action (if applicable) 
= effective marketing leading to increased 
networking, colleagues, prospects, and 
ultimately new business.

76 Learn the definition of networking. 
It means forming a relationship to 

understand what another person does, who 
his or her target is, and who he or she wants to 
meet. It is not sending mass emails to people you 
met for a few moments. 

77 Know as many people as possible so 
when friends and colleagues need 

something, you have a frame of reference to 
help.  People will naturally refer business to you 
when they learn what you do and see a need for 
your services. 

78 Use the two short powerful words, 
thank you, as liberally as possible. Call 

or send a note of thanks and to update when 
someone introduces you to a new colleague. A 
simple thank you email can do wonders for your 
networking efforts. 

79 Reciprocate when a colleague is helping 
you with introductions or assistance. It’s 

both give and take. Tell others of this good deed 
if there is nothing you can do at the time. 

80 Think long term. Networking is a 
relationship that forms over a series of 

lunches, meetings, and conversations. It takes 
time. Spend money and advertise if you are 
expecting immediate results. 
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81 Wait to network until you are in a good 
mood. It’s your best “you” who needs to 

attend networking opportunities. 

82 Define and conquer. The clearer you are 
about your business and yourself, the 

greater the likelihood and ease of your success. 

83 Imagine your goals. The most important 
person who needs to understand who 

you are and what you do should be you. You 
must be able to imagine your personal and 
professional goals with confidence.

84 Leverage your past successes and 
most importantly, adopt your fears as 

opportunities. Once you can imagine what you 
want and where you want to go, it will help 
others understand and follow your lead. 

85 Plan and visualize for success. Know 
what your ROI (Return on Investment) is 

in order for any endeavor to be successful. ROI 
can be defined in time or money. You will always 
be playing catch up unless you take a moment to 
determine what the costs are for you and your 
business. 

88 Create targets worth reaching. You will 
be vulnerable by arbitrarily choosing 

a target without knowing the return on your 
investment or how much you need to invest in it. 

86 Know what your key drivers are for 
yourself and your business. What 

motivates you is different from what motivates 
someone else. Balance is an elusive goal for 
many people, but you should aim for it. 

87 Look objectively at your business and life 
to see what you need to do to move your 

personal and professional goals forward. You 
have many resources and are not alone even if 
you are a solo practitioner. You have a team of 
friends, family, and colleagues to call upon for 
counsel, information, and help. 

89 Be specific, optimistic, positive, realistic, 
and think in both the short and long 

term. A short-term goal for determining a target 
can be meeting one person who understands 
that target for information gathering. A longer-
term goal can be scheduling to go to an event 
where this target meets.

90 Focus on your target once you’ve 
defined it. That means being a target 

advocate, seeing a business from the perspective 
of his or her target customer, as a stranger 
would. See the steps necessary to get to a 
desired point and look for the gaps where a 
prospect or client may fall. 

91 Stop and listen so you are prepared 
once you know where to find the right 

listeners. Many people with great intentions 
define themselves and then ignore the person 
they may be speaking with. It is vital to 
understand and learn what the other person 
does and to know their services and targets. This 
person can be a future resource for you or your 
clients or can lead to synergistic opportunities in 
the future. 
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leverage your PR without 
breaking your budget

92 Know what public relations is. It is the 
relationship your organization has with 

the outside world. That includes everyone—
friends, relatives, customers, future prospects, 
competitors, and employees (if you have any). 
While the relationship you create with the public 
can have a profound effect on your business, 
all these people will not immediately make a 
purchasing decision or change their minds by 
seeing something only once. It takes a consistent 
and recurring message. 

93 Know what public relations is not. PR is 
different from advertising. PR informs the 

public about news and events and does not sell. 
You provide tidbits of information that you hope 
editors or journalists will see and use for their 
stories. 

94 Keep promotional offers away from 
editors and journalists. They don’t like 

it and will ignore you when you do have real 
news to report. Use advertising instead of PR for 
promotional offers rather than wasting a great 
potential relationship with an editor or journalist 
in hopes of publicizing a quick promotion.  

95 Have a plan and an angle. Business will 
be more difficult to obtain and you will 

probably annoy many editors along the way by 
not having both a plan and an angle.

96 Realize that magazines and newspapers 
have strict editorial calendars, deadlines, 

and space limitations to respect. They often 
develop their stories over the course of several 
months. 

97 Remember that newspapers and 
magazines have to report important 

news stories, which often move planned stories 
aside. These parameters are crucial in creating 
your marketing and PR plan. 

98 Be sure your publicity has a clear angle 
of interest to the publication’s readers. 

The editor will probably ignore it if that’s 
missing. 

99 Be respectful of an editor’s timing 
requirements. Timing is vital. Submitting 

a press release on Monday for an event your 
business is sponsoring on Tuesday will make 
editors ignore you. 

100 Publicize a newsworthy story linked 
to your business early enough so the 

media can react within their timeframe. Asking 
media professionals what their deadline is makes 
good sense. Asking when your story will run 
does not. 

101 Establish your objectives and goals so 
you know what you want to achieve.  

Understanding what you hope to accomplish is a 
necessary first step.

102 Determine how best to position 
yourself. This includes knowing how 

you want your audience to perceive you and 
how you wish to distinguish yourself from your 
competitors—which could be your quality, cost, 
or expertise. Does the public view you in the 
same way you view yourself?

103 Organize and prioritize your messages. 
Include the most significant facts about 

your company and how these facts bear out your 
positioning. Knowing your desired position says 
why consumers should choose your company 
over companies that offer similar services.
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104 Ask yourself if your message is 
newsworthy. The media will only write 

about something that is part of a larger topic 
with broad appeal. 

105 Decide whether you want to be 
proactive or reactive. It means knowing 

how you will you get the word out and how you 
will reach the media. You may choose one or 
both approaches.

106 Proactive services allow for you to 
create stories and messages for your 

clients.  This includes creating the story angle, 
creating the media list, distribution strategy, and 
more.

107 Reactive services enable your company 
to respond to inquiries journalists send 

out regarding stories they are working on. 

10 Tips to Promote 
YOUR Business With 

This Booklet!
(It can even be customized for you.)

Send to your clients at year’s end, 
thanking them for their business.

Use this as a “thank you” for a sales 
appointment.

Mail it to your prospect list to stay in 
touch with them.

Offer free with any purchase in a 
specific time, with certain purchase 
amount, or  when opening an account.

Distribute to trade show prospects. 

Give as an incentive for completing a 
questionnaire or survey.

Include it as a “thank you” gift when 
mailing your invoices.

Package this as a value-added bonus 
with a product you sell.

Deliver a copy to the hands of the first 
“X” number of people who enter a 
drawing or come to your store.

Provide to people and groups who can 
refer business to you.

What are you waiting for? 

Call Beth Silver at 212.472.4340
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